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§ 0. Introduction 
The starting point of the present work was the following 
... . v [ l problem, posed by Ban~ca in 1 : Characterize those rank-2 vector 
bundles E on P 2 that can be deformed to the trivial bundle 
20P 2 • A necessary condition is clearly that the Chern classes of 
E be trivial. If we denote by d(E) the largest integer such 
that E(-d(E)) has a global section, it is known that E is 
always deformable if d(E) < 2 [1, 11]. Even in this case, to my 
knowledge, no reasonably explicit families are known. 
The topologically trivial 2-bundles E on p2 with given 
type d(E) = d > 1 are parametrized in a natural way by an 
irreducible nonsingular variety M(d) of dimension (3d 2-1), see 
(2.7) below, or [1] or [11]. Denoting by M(d;O) ~ M(d) the set 
corresponding to bundles that can be deformed to the trivial one, 
we show in this paper that M(d;O) is closed of codimension 
(d-1)(d-2) in M(d), thus covering the result of Schafft 
mentioned above (3.13) and (4.7). We also give one sufficient and 
one necessary condition for deformability to the trivial bundle 
( 4. 6), ( 5. 2) . In turns out that the methods we use work for 
arbitrary Chern classes and and hence give similar 
results on questions like: which bundles are deformable to a 
stable bundle, or a decomposable bundle, or just to any bundle 
which is "more stable". 
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The material is organized as follows: § 1 contains basic 
preliminaries on 2-bundles on p2, the invariant d(E) is defined, 
and dimensions of some cohomology groups are computed. § 2 
contains a study of general families of buundles. In § 3 some 
extra structure is added to a bundle in order to overcome the 
difficulties arising from the non-existence of moduli for unstable 
bundles. We describe a certain Quot scheme and determine its 
irreducible components, allowing us to conclude that if d is 
large enough, the general bundle of type d is not deformable to 
smaller type. In § 4 we give an explicit construction of many 
deformable bundles. § 5 contains some conjectures. 
I would like to express thanks to c. Danica for reawakening my 
interest in bundles on p2 
• 
and to o. A. Laudal for inspiration 
and patient listening. 
Notation and conventions: 
k - an algebraically closed field of characteristic * 2. 
p2 - projective plane over k. 
0 - structure sheaf on if2, 
p 
T 
p2 = p2 x T ~ T is the second projection. T 
Bundle - see (1 .1) 
If F is a coherent sheaf on a k-scheme X, then H0 (F) = 
HO(X,F) and h 0 (F) = dimkH 0 (F). 
characteristic. 
X (F) = ). ( -1 ) ~ i (F) 
i 
P- the polynomial P(x) = (x-1)(x-2-c 1)- c 2 
X = the number see ( 1 . 1 ) for and 
is the Euler 
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§ 1. Preliminaries 
( 1.1) Let and c 2 be two integers such that c 1 (c 1+ 1) = 0. 
We shall use the term bundle (with no further qualification) to 
designate a locally free sheaf E of rank 2 on P 2 with Chern 
classed c 1 (E) = c 1 and c 2 (E) = c 2 . Recall that a bundle E is 
stable (in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto) if and only if hO(E) = 0. 
If E is unstable (not stable), denote by d = d(E) the largest 
integer such that h 0 (E(-d)) t 0. Then d(E) is called the~ of 
E. If E is stable, we agree to put d(E) = -1. If d > -1 is 
an integer, we shall denote by B(d) the set of isomorphism 
classes of bundles of the given type. 
(1 .2) Proposition: B(d) is nonempty if and only if one of the 
following two conditions hold: 
( i) d > 0 and d2- de + c > 0 1 2 
Proof: For stable bundles, this is well known, see for example [9]. 
If E is a bundle of type d > 0, pick a non-zero section s of 
E(-d). Then its zero-scheme Y = V(s) has codimension two, hence 
it has finite length c 2 (E(-d)) = d2- de+ c, 1 2 Conversely, suppose 
(i) holds, and let Y be a closed, locally complete intersection 
subscheme of finite length= (d 2- dc 1+ c 2 ). Then a sufficiently 
general extension of Iy(c1- d) by O(d) gives a bundle of type 
d. See for example [ 5, thm. 1 • 1) for details. 
(1.3) From the above proof we obtain, for each unstable bundle E, 
a basic exact sequence 
s 
0 "' O(d) "' E "' I (c - d) "' 0 y 1 
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If E is not the trivial bundle 20, the minimal section s is 
unique up to a non-zero scalar. In particular, the subscheme 
Y = Y(E) is uniquely determined by E. The element ~(E)=~ of 
Extl(IY(c1 - d),O(d)) corresponding to the basic exact sequence is 
zero if and only if E is decomposable (and Y = ¢), otherwise it 
is determined up to a non-zero scalar only. It has the property 
that the induced global section of the local Ext-sheaf 
(1 .4) Proposition: Let E be a bundle of type d > -1. Then the 
following equalities hold: 
(i) x(End E) = x = 4- c 1- 4c2 
(ii) If d > 0, then 
h 0 (End E) = 2d(d - c, ) + 3d -
h 1 (End E) = 4(d 2 - dc 1+ c 2 ) -
h 2 (End E) = 2d(d - c 1) - 3d + 
{~ if d2 - de + where 1 a = if d2 dc1 + -
{~ if (d,c 1 ) * and fl = if d = c = 0 1 
(iii) If d = -1' then 
h O (End E) = 1 
h 1 (End E) = c, + 4c - 3 2 
h 2 (End E) = 0 
2c1+ 2 +a+ afl 
1 + a - fl + afl 
c, + 1 - fl 
c2 > 0 
c2 = 0 
(0,0) 
Proof: (i) Follows from Riemann-Roch, and (iii) is well known. 
(ii) is an easy computation, which is left to the reader with the 
remark that, if E * 20, then any endomorphism of E must leave 
the image of the map s:O(d) ~ E invariant. 
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§ 2. Families of bundles 
(2.1) Let T beak-scheme, and E a locally free sheaf of rank 
2 on P~. If t is a k-point of T, we denote by Et the 
restriction of E to P2 = P2 x {t} ~ P~, and call it the fiber of 
E over t. If all the fibers of E are bundles (recall the 
convention of (1 .1}) we shall say that E/T, or simply E, is a 
family of bundles (parametrized by T). The family is called 
irreducible if T is an irreducible scheme of finite type over k. 
If E/T is an irreducibQe family, the~ of E, denoted by 
d(E), is defined to be the minimum of the d(Et), t E T. A bundle 
E is deformable to type d if it is a fiber in some irreducible 
family of type d. 
(2.2) By Serre duality h 0 (E(-d)) = H2 (Ev(d-3)), hence if d > 0 
we have d(E) > d if and only if h 2 (Ev(d-3)) * 0. If E/T is a 
family of bundles, the coherent sheaf R2PT*Ev(d-3) commutes with 
base change on T, thus the type of Et is an upper semicontinuous 
function on T. From [10, lecture 8] we also obtain a unique 
maximal locally closed subscheme T(d} = T(d;E) ~ T with the 
property that the restriction to T(d} of R2pT*Ev(d-3) is locally 
free of rank 1. Let us make the following definition: 
(2.3) Let d > 0, and let E/T be a family. We say that E has pure 
~ d if R2pT*Ev(d-3) is locally free of rank 1. We agree 
that E has pure type -1 if all the fibres are stable bundles. 
(2.4) Remark: If E/T has pure type d > O, then all the fibers 
Et have type d. If T is reduced of finite type over k, the 
converse also holds. 
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(2.5) Lemma: Let E/T be a family and d > 0 an integer. Then 
E has pure type d if and only if PT*E(-d) is locally free of 
rank 1 and commutes with base change on T. 
Proof: Follows from the relative duality isomorphism, functorial 
in N, 
D0 : PT*(E(-d) ® p;N) -> Hom(R 2pT*Ev (d-3) ,N) 
where N is any quasicoherent sheaf on T [7, thm 21]. 
(2.6) Consider the following (contravariant) functors ~(d): 
(schemes/k)-> (sets) defined by ~(d)(T) ={families E/T of pure 
type d l /~ 
where E1 ~ E2 if there exists a linebundle L on T and an 
isomorphism E1;;; E2 ® p; L. 
(2.7) Proposition: There is an irreducible, nonsingular, quasi-• 
projective and rational variety M(d) acting as a coarse moduli 
space for B(d). If d = -1, then dim M(d) = 4c 2+ c 1- 3, and if 
d ) 0 and c = 2 0, then M (d) is a point. If d ) 0 
Proof: For the case d = -1, see [2, 6, 3]. The case 
d2 - dc 1+ c 2= 0 is trivial. If d2 - dc 1+ c 2 > 0, we apply the 
same construction as is carried out in [1] and [11] for topolocally 
trivial bundles. Note that the correspondence E <-> (Y(E),~(E)) 
of (1.4) generalizes to families of pure type, by (2.5). Thus, if 
H denotes the Hilbert scheme parametrizing the Y(E)'s, one can 
obtain M(d) v is a certain as an open subset of PH(D ), where D 
locally free sheaf on H inducing Ext 1 (IY(cl- d) ,O(d)) in each 
point { y l E H. We omit the details. 
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(2.8) Remark: If E is a bundle, the tangent space of its 
infinitesimal deformation functor is canonically isomorphic to 
Extl(E,E) = Hl(End(E)). Letting E correspond to the point 
mE M(d), d > 0, the tangent space of M(d) at m can be 
identified with the kernel of the map 
Extl(E,E) • Extl(o(d), Iy(c 1- d)) 
induced by the basic sequence of (1.3), 
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§ 3. Bundles with sections 
(3.1) Unfortunately, the functor of all families of bundles is not 
even prorepresentable. To remedy this we do the fairly standard 
trick of adding enough structure to the bundles to obtain a 
representable functor. one way of doing this is to choose a k-
basis for the vector space H0 (E(n)) for some large but fixed n, 
leading to the Quot scheme of Grothendieck. To start with, fix a 
type d and an integer n large enough that E(n) is generated 
by its global sections and Hi(E(n)) = 0 for i t 0 for all 
E E B(d) with d <d. Put N = (n+l)(n+2+c 1)- c 2 , then, by 
Riemann-Roch, h 0 (E(n)) = N for all these E. Let V be a vector 
space of dimension N. As a matter of notation, put V(-n) = 
v ®0(-n) 
k 
and VT(-n) = V ®0 2 (-n) k PT 
for any k-scheme T. 
(3.2) Denote by Quot the Grothendieck Quot scheme parametrizing 
quotients V(-n) ~ F with Hilbert polynomial x(F(v)) = 
(v+l)(v+2+c 1 ) - c 2 [4] and let Q c Quot be the open subscheme 
defined by the conditions (i) F is locally free of type < d, and 
(ii) the induced map V ~ H0 (F(n)) is an isomorphism. Q comes 
equipped with a universal exact sequence 
q 
0 -> K-> V (-n) ~ F ~ o. Q 
From deformation theory we have the following facts about the local 
structure of Q: 
(3.3) Proposition: Let q = (0 ~ K ~ V(-n) ~ F ~ 0) be a closed 
point of Q. Let dim(Q ) be the dimension of Q at q, and q 
denote by A t.he sheaf Hom(K,F). 
(i) The tangent space T is canonically isomorphic to H0 (A) Q,q 
(ii) hO(A) - hl(A) < dim (Q ) < h 0 (A) 
q 
For a proof, see for example (8, (4.2.4)] 
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(3.4) Corollary: Let X = 4 - 4c - c 1 • Then 2 
N2 
- X ~ dim Q ~ N2 - X + h 2 (End F) • Q is smooth at q if and q 
onl::t: if the rightmost ineguality is an egualit::t:• 
Proof: This is essentially a rephrasing of (3.3), applying 
Hom (-,F) to the sequence q of (3.3), and noting that x=x(End F). 
(3.5) F is a family of vector bundles parametrized by Q. Recal-
ling the definition of (2.3), denote by Q(d) = Q(d;F) the maximal 
locally closed subscheme such that the restriction Fd of F to 
P6(d) is of pure type d > 0. Also denote by Q(-1) the open 
subscheme parametrizing stable quotients, and by F- 1 the corres-
ponding restriction. Q(d) will denote the closure of Q(d) in Q. 
(3.6) Since for each d (-1 ~ d < d), M(d) is a coarse moduli 
space, we get a uniquely defined morphism 
<I> = <I> (d) Q(d) + M(d) 
defined by the family Fd. It is clearly surjective by our choice 
of n. 
3.7. Proposition: <J>(d) is smooth of relative dimension 
N 2 - h 0 (End E), where E is an::t: bundle in B(d). 
Proof: Let q : V(-n) + E be any k-point of Q(d) and put 
K = ker q <:::_ V( -n). The smoothness follows easily from the 
infinitesimal lifting criterion [12], using that Hl(E(n)) = 0. 
For the dimension assertion, apply the functor Hom(-,E) to the 
sequence 0 + K + V(-n) + E + 0 to get 
0 +End E + Hom(V(-n),E) + Hom(K,E) ~ H1 (End E) + 0 
Clearly, as a subspace of T = Hom(K,E). Q,q 
The assertion follows. 
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(3.8) Remark: There is an obvious action of Aut(V) = GL(N) on 
Q(d), transitive on the fibers of $(d), and M(d) is the (geome-
tric) quotient of Q(d) by this action. The isotropy subgroup of 
a point q: V(-n) ~ E is easily seen to be isomorphic to Aut(E). 
(3.9) Theorem: Assume that -1 < d < d and that B(d) is 
nonempty. Let P be the polynomial P(x) = (x-l)(x-2-c1 ) - c 2 
and x = 4- 4c 2-c 1 • 
(i) Q(d) is irreducible and smooth of dimension 
dim Q(d) 
( i i) Q(d) is 
dim Q(d) 
(iii) Q(d) is 
if one of 
(a) 0 < 
(b) c2> 
= { N 2 - x if d = -1 or d = 
N2 - x + P(d) - 1 otherwise 
an irreducible component of 0red 
> N2 - X • 
c = 1 
if 
c = 0 2 
and 
not an irreducible component of 0 red if 
the following two conditions holds: 
C2( 1 + cl and 1 ( d < 2 + cl 
2 + cl and d > 0 and P(d) < o. 
only 
and 




Q (d) • In the remaining cases, if 6 (d) is a com12onent of 
0 red' the embedding codimension of Q at an:l J20int of Q(d) 
eguals (d 2 -dc1+ c2), hence Q is not reduced along Q( d) • 
Proof: (i) follows from (3.7), (2.7) and (1.3). (ii) The 
necessity of the condition has already been noted (3.4), Conver-
sely, if Q(d) is not a component, it must be contained in Q(e) 
for some e < d. Consequently dim Q(d) < dim Q(e). If e = -1 or 
e = c 1 = c2 = 0, we are done, since dim Q(e) = N
2
- x in this case, 
by (i). In the remaining cases we must have P(d) < P(e). Looking 
at the definition of P, we must have e = 0, and either 
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~ d < 2, or c 1 = -1 and d = 1. In either case 
P(d) = -c2 < 0 since Q(O) is nonempty. Hence 
dim Q(d) < N2 - X- 1. (iii) is merely a rephrasing of (ii). 
(iv) follows from (3.4) and (i) above. 
(3.10) We want to interpret thorem (3.9) in terms of the bundles 
themselves, without reference to the Quot scheme. Recalling the 
notion of deformability (2.1), let us consider the following subset 
of B(d), where -1 ( e < d are integers: 
B(d;e) = {DE B(d) such that D is deformable to type e). 
(3.11) Lemma: Let q: V(-n) + D be a point of Q(d). Then q 
is in Q(e) if and only if D is in B(d;e). 
Proof: If V/T is an irreducible family of type e containing 
D, the sheaf PT*V(n) is locally free of rank N. Shrinking T' 
if necessary, we may assume it is free. Then the isomorphism 
V + H 0 ( D ( n)) extends to an isomorphism V ® OT+ PT*V ( n), hence 
gives a morphism T + Q hitting the point q. Since the generic 
point of T lands in Q(e), we are done. 
(3.12) It follows that the subset M(d;e) ~ M(d) corresponding 
to B(d;e) ~ B(d) is closed and that Q(d) n Q(e) = 4>(d)- 1 M(d;e). 
In particular, the number of irreducible components of M(d;e) and 
their codimensions in M(d) are the same as those for Q(d) n Q(e) 
in Q(d). Theorem (3.9) thus translates as follows: 
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(3.13) Theorem: Let -1 < e < d, and j2Ut 
{p (d) if e = -1 or e = c = c = 0 1 2 y = 
P(d) - P (e) + 1 otherwise 
(i) Each irreducible com12onent of M(d;e) has codimension at 
least y in M(d). 
(ii) Assume y < 0. Then e ( 0. Furthermore, if e0 < e is the 
smallest integer such that M(e 0 ) is nonem12ty, then 
M(d;e0 ) = M(d). 
(iii) Let E be a bundle of ty12e d, and let H denote the 
Proof: 
12rore12resentable hull of the deformation functor of E 
[12] ("the base of the miniversal deformation of E"). 
Then, if d = -1 or d2- dc1 +c 2= 0, then H is 
nonsingular. Otherwise, H is non-reduced of embedding 
codimension (d 2 - dc 1+ c 2 ), unless M(d) = ~1(d;e) for some 
e < d. 
(i) By (3.9, i) y = dim Q(d) - dim Q(e) + 1, clearly a 
lower bound for the codimension of Q(d) n Q(e) in Q(d). Then 
use (3.12). (ii) follows from (3.9, ii) in the same way. For 
(iii), one uses that the fiber functor of Q at a point 
q : V(-n) ~ E is smooth over H, and (3.9, iv). 
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§ 4. Existence 
(4.1) our results so far are mainly negative: With a few 
exceptions (3.13 ii) the general bundle of a given type is not 
deformable to smaller type. The purpose of this section is to give 
an explicit family of deformable bundles, large enough to show that 
all the M(d;e) are non-empty. For our description we shall use 
monads, i.e. three-term complexes resolving the bundles. 
( 4. 2) Let E be a given bundle of type e, and 
a global section vanishing in a subscheme Y c p2 of codimension 
2, where d > e is some integer. Furthermore, let 
F E H0 (0(2d - c )) be the equation of a curve disjoint from Y. 
1 
Denote by D the cohomology bundle of the following monad: 
O(c 1- d) ~ O(c 1- d) $ E $ O(d) ~ O(d) 
where the maps a and b are given by 
a~ (F,-.;t\,0) and t b ~ (0,-.;,-F) • 
Let ~ E Ext 1 (Iy' O(c 1- 2d)) correspond to the short exact 
sequence induced by the section -.;. 
(4.3) Proposition: (i) D is deformable to type e. 
(ii) d(D) ~ d 
(iii) Y(D) ~ Y 
(iv) ~(D) = F2~ 
Proof: (i) Substitute a non-zero scalar A for the zero in the 
maps a and b of the monad. Then the cohomology bundle is 
clearly E. Thus we have a family deforming D to E, letting 
A -> 0. 
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(ii)-(iv): Consider the display of the monad (4.2): 
0 0 
+ + 
v B (c1 ) 
+ + 




O(d) = O(d) 
+ + 
0 0 
The projection of the middle term onto the first factor O(c 1- d) 
factors through B, hence O(c 1- d) is a direct summand of B. In 
fact, we have 
the map t (,,-F) I 
d)$N(d), where N(d) is the cokernel of 
d) + E$0(d), Hence N is locally free of 
rank 2 (with c 1 (N) = 0 and c 2 (N) = d
2
- dc 1+ c 2). Now the 
proposition is a direct consequence of the following 
(4.4) Lemma: There is a commutative diagram with exact rows and 
cartesian (pushout) left squares: 
0----+ O(c - 2d) _____. E(-d) ~ I --+ 0 1 y 
+ F + 
" 
0---> 0 N --+ Iy --+ 0 
+ F + 
0--+ 0(2d - c 1 )--+ D(d -c)--> 1 Iy --+ 0 
Proof: The first two rows follows directly from the definition of 
N above. The last two rows follow from the top row of the display 
in (4.3), noting that Bv; O(d- c 1 )$N(-d). 
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(4.5) Theorem: Let D be a bundle of type d > 0, and assume 
that there exists an exact sequence 
0 ~ O(c 1- d) ~ E ~ Iy(d) ~ 0 
where Y = Y(D) and E is some bundle of type e. Then D is 
deformable to type e. 
Proof: By (4.3) it suffices to show that the map 
H 0 ( 0 ( 2d - c 1 ) ) x Ext 1 (I Y (d) , 0 ( c 1- d)) ~ Ext 1 (I Y (c 1- d) , 0 (d) ) 
given by (F,~) ~ F2 ~ is dominating. Let r, 0 be the extension 
given by the exact sequence above, and fix a form 
F0 E H
2 (o(2d- c 1 )) that defines a curve disjoint from Y. 
Differentiating the above map at the point (F0 ,~ 0 ), we obtain the 
linear map (F,~) ~ F0 (F0 r, + 2Ft, 0 ). Since the map 
F0 : Ext
1 (Iy,O) ~ Ext 1 (Iy(c 1- d), O(d)) is an isomorphism by our 
choice of F0 , it suffices to show that the map 
p:H 0 (o(2d- c 1 )) x Ext1(Iy(d),O(c 1- d)) ~ Ext1(IY,o) given by 
P(F,~) = F0 r, + 2F~ 0 is surjective. To see that this is the case, 
use the exact sequence above to construct the right-hand column in 
the following diagram: 
a 
H0 (0(2d- c1 ) ) -'--> H0 (0(2d - c1 ) ) 
+ + 
Ho (o(2d - c1 ) ) X Ext 1 ( Iy ( 2 d -
~ 
c1 ) , 0)---+ Ext1(Iy,O) 
+ +p 
Ext 1 (Iy(2d 
y 
Ext1 (E(-d) ,0) - c 1 ) , o) ----> 
The upper right vertical map is F ~ F~ 0 , the map a is 
multiplication by 2, the left vertical maps are the obvious ones, 
and y is multiplication by F0 followed by p. The diagram 
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clearly commutes and the columns are exact. Since char (k) * 2, 
a is an isomorphism. Thus it suffices to show that y is 
surjective. Note that y must factor through the map 
F0 : Extl (E(d - c1 ), o) + Extl (E(-d), o). Using that E is locally 
free, we identify this map with the map F0 : Hl(Ev(c1 - d))= 
H1 (E(-d)) + nl (E(d - c 1 )) = H1 (Ev (d)), which in turn is nothing but. 
F 0 : Hl(Iy) + Hl(IY(2d- c 1 )), which is clearly surjective by our 
choice of F 0 • 
(4.6) Remark: As a special case (e = c = c = 0) we find that D 1 2 
is deformable to the trivial bundle if Y(D) is a complete 
intersection of two curves of degree d (or a flat specialization 
of such complete intersections). For d = 1 or 2, we recover 
once more the result of Banica and Schafft mentioned in the 
introduction. It is also a special case of (3.13 ii), our proof of 
which is essentially equivalent to those in (1] and [11 ). We sha11 
see later that if D is deformable to the trivial bundle, then at 
least h 0 (IY(D)(d)) > 2, thus giving a partial converse to (4.5) in 
this case. See (5.2) below. 
(4.7) Theorem: Let -1 < e < d be integers such that M(e) is 
nonempty. Assume that either 
(a) 
(b) 
e = -1 or 
-(d-e-1) e > 0 and 2 > 
Then M(dre) contains an irreducible component for which the bound 
of (3,13 i) ~s sharp. 
Proof: In case (a), if P(d) = (d- 1)(d- 2- c 1)- c 2 < 0, the 
result M(dr- 1) = M(d) is covered by (3.13 ii). We will thus 
assume that P (d) > 0 in this case. In both cases, let E be a 
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general bundle of M(e). I claim that Hi(E(d- c 1- 3)) = 0 for 
i * 0. Indeed, in case (a), E has natural cohomology, and 
x(E(d - c1 - 3)) = P(d) > 0 by Riemann-Roch. In case (b), 
Hi(E(d- c 1 - 3)) = Hi(IY(E)(d- e- 3)) by the basic exact sequen~ 
ce. The assumption in (b) is that X (IY(E) (d - e - 3)) > o. Since 
Y(E) is in general position, the claim follows also in this case. 
Now let A(d7e) c:=_ M(e) be the open subset of those E for 
which Hi(E(d - c - 3)) = 0 for i * o. Denote by z the set of 1 
pairs ( E, "') where E E A(d7e) and 
"' 
E H0 (E(d cl)) is a 
section vanishing in codimension two, and let w be the subset of 
the Hilbert scheme of p2 consisting of the V("') for ( E I"') E z. 
From Hi(E(d - c - 3)) = 0 for i 
* 
0 one deduces easily that 1 
dim Ext 1 (I.,( d), O(c - d)) = 1 for any y E w. Hence, if ( E I "' ) 1 
and (E 0 I"' 0 ) in with V( '<) = V("' 0 ) I then ~ Eo are z E = and 
"' 
and "'0 are equivalent under the natural action of Aut(E) on 
H0 (E(d - c 1 )). Hence the dimension of W is dim W = dim M(e) 
0+ 
x(E(d 
- c 1)) - h 0 (End E) I hence its codimension in the Hilbert ache-
me is (2(d2 dc1 + c2 ) - x(E(d - cl )) - (dim M(e) - ho (End E)) = 
( p (d) 
- x> - (dim Q(e) -N2) • Using (3.9), this is precisely the 
bound y of (3.13). The proof is completed using (4.5). 
( d - e2 - 1) < 2 (4.8) In the remaining case, e > 0 and e - ec 1+ c 2 , 
a little more care is needed to compute the dimension of the family 
satisfying the hypothesis of (4.5). The differences from the above 
proof are the following: For A(d7e) c:=_ M(e) take the (locally 
closed) set of those E for which Y(E) is contained in some 
irreducible curve of degree (d- e),but otherwise in general 
position. Then proceed as above, noting that 
dim Extl(Iy(d), o(c 1- d)) = 1 + hl(IY(E)(d- e- 3)). The codimen-
sion of A(d1e) in M(e) is positive if x(IY(E)(d- e)) < 0, but 
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the dimension of H0 (E(d- c )) 1 increases by the same amount, so 
that the formula dim Z =dim M(e) + x(E(d- c 1 )) still holds. 
We end up having proved: 
(4.9) Theorem: Let 0 < e < d be integers such that 
& = e2- eel+ c2- (d-;- 1) > 0 
Then M(dre) contains an irreducible component of codimension at 
most P(d)- P(e) + 1 + & in M(d). 
(4.10) Example: If d = e + 1, a bundle DE M(d) such that 
Y(D) is on a line is in M(drd 1). The family of such D has 
codimension (d2 - dc 1+ c 2- 2), which agrees with the formula of 
(4.9). 
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§ 5. Open questions 
(5.1) Some problems arising naturally from our results so far are 
the following: 
(I) Is the family constructed by the method of (4.2) dense in 
M(d;e)? 
(II) If D is of type d > 0 and H1 (IY(D)(2d- c 1- 3)) = 0, does 
it follow that D is not deformable to smaller type? 
(III) In the same situation, will Hl(IY(D)(2d- c 1- 3)) t 0 imply 
that D is deformable? 
(IV) If Y is a finite subscheme of p2 with H1(IY(n))t0, does 
it follow that y is the limit of a family y c p2 t- such th'at 
(Yt,n) satisfy the Cayley-Bacharach condition for ttO? (The 
CB condition is that any curve of degree n containing all 
but one point of Y contains Y.) 
Clearly, (I) => (II) and (IV) => (III) (using 4.5). As evidence 
for (I), at least in the case the D can be deformed to a 
decomposable bundle, let ut prove the following necessary condition 
for deformability. 
(5,2) Proposition: Let D E M(d;e) and suppose that 
e 2- ec 1 + c 2= 0. Then there are curves c 1 and c 2 of degrees 
(d-e), (d+e-c 1 ) respectively, c 2 not containing c 1 , such that 
Y (D) red ~ c 1 n c 2 · 
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Proof: One shows easily that there is a nonsingular affine curve 
T with distingnished point 0 E T parametrizing a family E with 
Eo; D and E ; O(e)®O(c1 - e) for t. E T - { 0 l . Let ). be a t 
uniformizing parameter at o. For each integer m the base change 
map H0 ( E(m) )®k(O) -> H0 (E0 (m)) is injective. Let oiEH 0 ( E(mi)) T 
i=l '2 be chosen so that: ( i) m = -e, m = e - cl ' ( i i) the map 1 2 
o 1®o 2: op 2(e)®OP 2 (c 1- e) -> E is an isomorphism over T-{oj, and T T 
(iii) i 
" 
is not divisible by 1... Let i "o be the image of i 
" 
in H0 (E0 (mi)). If s E H0 (E 0 (-d)) is the minimal section, there 
i i i V(Gi). are forms G of degree d + mi such that "o = G s. Let Ci= 
Since V(oi) has no component of codimension 3, and furthermore 
has support in V(o~) = Y(D) U C., 
~ 
we conclude that Y(D) dec .. re - ~ 
The assertion that c 1 is not contained in c 2 follows from the 
injectivety of the base-change map for m2 . 
(5.3) Remark: We have not ruled out the possibility of c 1 and 
c 2 having a common component. Under the additional hypothesis 
that the curve of minimal degree containing Y(D) be irreducible, 
it does follow that Y(D) is a complete intersection. In 
particular, if d = e + 1 (and e2- ec + c = 0) then we can answer 1 2 
(I) affirmatively. In the general case (e2- ec 1+ c2> 0) this 
method seems only to show that at least (d2- dc 1+ c )-(e2-2 
points of Y(D) are contained in a curve of degree (d-e) • 
slightly different approach would be to consider the case 
m = (d-c 1 ) and consider the exact sequence 
H0 (E(d-c 1 ))-> H0 (E0 (d-c 1))-> Hl(E(d-c 1 )). 
All sections of H0 (E0 (d-c 1 )) are of the form Fs, where 
ec 1+c 2 ) 
A 
F E H0 (0(2d-c 1 )). The strategy would be to find an F such that 
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( i) Fs is the image of a section a E H 0 ( o (d-e 1 ) ) , and ( ii) 
V(F) n Y( E0 l is empty. It would follow that V(a) = X would have 
codimension 2, and that Y(E 0 ) would be the (flat) limit of xt. 
A first-order study of the coboundary map seems to indicate that in 
"most cases" such an F does in fact exist, but there are 
technical difficulties involved. In the case of the families of 
(4.2), the F that occurs there will do the job. 
(5.4) The question (II) is a weaker version of (I). A possible 
approach is to study the base of the versal deformation by actually 
computing Massey products in the algebra Ext· (D,D). The first of 
these, the cup product, shows an intimate relation to the 
condition of (II). (III) is the converse of (II), and might be 
approached in a similar way. Question (IV) is a stronger version 
of (III). The answer is yes if there is an irreducible curve of 
minimal degree containing Y. A possible approach would be to 
compute dimensions of the locally closed subsets of the Hilbert 
scheme with a given Hilbert function or minimal resolution. 
(5.5) Another question of interest would be to describe 
intersections M(d;e) n M(d;el), or more generally to determine, 
for a given D E M (d) I the set of integers e < d for which 
D E M(d;e). An extreme example is given by (4.10): If Y( D) is 
on a line, then D is in M(d; e) for all e < d for which M (e) 
is nonempty. On the other hand, H c = c = 0 and d = 2, then 1 2 
is in M(2;0), but not in M(2;1) unless Y(D) is on a line. 
D 
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